#PresentIn10 Judging Criteria

**Virtual Presence**
How visible are you? Is your background clear, is your lighting well balanced? Do you look professional?

**Voice**
Are you speaking clearly and confidently? Can everyone hear you properly?

**Slide Deck**
Do your slides help to demonstrate what you are saying clearly and concisely?

**Time Management**
Are you sticking to the 10-minute time limit? Are you making the most of the time available?

**Audience Impact**
Are you engaging with the audience? Is there an opportunity to engage with them through the use of online tools?

**Technical Topic**
Do you show an in-depth knowledge or interest in your topic? How prepared are you for questions?

**Technical Content**
How relevant is your presentation to the topic? Is it clear and understandable to all levels of understanding within the audience? Does your presentation have a clear introduction and conclusion?

**Overall**
Does your presentation have a clear objective or message? How well did you put that across?